AUTONOMOUS LANGUAGE LEARNING
WITH ADVISORY SERVICE

Bridging the Gap
TUTORING PROGRAM

WE OFFER

- access to all materials in the self-access centre of the FZHB as well as to the Goethe media library

- weekly advisory meetings (20min) with trained tutors

- tips on materials and learning strategies
WE OFFER

- support with project work
- help with your time management
- possibilities to learn in peer-groups
- round tables
- usage of our e-portfolio EPOS
- workshops on diverse topics
TUTORING PROGRAM

YOU CAN

- choose your own learning objectives

- learn whenever and wherever you want

- select your own materials
TUTORING PROGRAM

YOU CAN

- document and reflect your learning process with our portfolio EPOS

- mutually exchange your ideas, questions, progress etc with other learners

- learn together in peers

- freely choose a project topic and present it on our project fair
TUTORING PROGRAM

OUR GOALS

- to understand how learning works
- to motivate
- to enable learners to plan, carry out, monitor and evaluate their learning
- to reflect the own learning process
- to foster language learning awareness